An Introduction to Nitriding

THE NITRIDING PROCESS, first developed in the early 1900s, continues to play an important role in many industrial applications. Along with the derivative nitrocarburizing process, nitriding often is used in the manufacture of aircraft, bearings, automotive components, textile machinery, and turbine generation systems. Though wrapped in a bit of “alchemical mystery,” it remains the simplest of the case hardening techniques.

The secret of the nitriding process is that it does not require a phase change from ferrite to austenite, nor does it require a further change from austenite to martensite. In other words, the steel remains in the ferrite phase (or cementite, depending on alloy composition) during the complete procedure. This means that the molecular structure of the ferrite (body-centered cubic, or bcc, lattice) does not change its configuration or grow into the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice characteristic of austenite, as occurs in more conventional methods such as carburizing. Furthermore, because only free cooling takes place, rather than rapid cooling or quenching, no subsequent transformation from austenite to martensite occurs. Again, there is no molecular size change and, more importantly, no dimensional change, only slight growth due to the volumetric change of the steel surface caused by the nitrogen diffusion. What can (and does) produce distortion are the induced surface stresses being released by the heat of the process, causing movement in the form of twisting and bending.

Metallurgical Considerations and Process Requirements

Nitriding is a ferritic thermochemical method of diffusing nascent nitrogen into the surface of steels and cast irons. This diffusion process is based on the solubility of nitrogen in iron, as shown in the iron-nitrogen equilibrium diagram (Fig. 1).
The solubility limit of nitrogen in iron is temperature dependent, and at 450 °C (840 °F) the iron-base alloy will absorb up to 5.7 to 6.1% of N. Beyond this, the surface phase formation on alloy steels tends to be predominantly epsilon (ε) phase. This is strongly influenced by the carbon content of the steel; the greater the carbon content, the more potential for the ε phase to form. As the temperature is further increased to the gamma prime (γ′) phase temperature at 490 °C (914 °F), the “window” or limit of solubility begins to decrease at a temperature of approximately 680 °C (1256 °F). The equilibrium diagram shows that control of the nitrogen diffusion is critical to process success (Fig. 1).

A number of operating process parameters must be adhered to and controlled in order to successfully carry out the nitriding process. Most of these parameters can be controlled with relatively simple instrumentation and methods. Examples of process parameters for gas nitriding include:

- Furnace temperature
- Process control (see discussion below)
- Time
- Gas flow
- Gas activity control
- Process chamber maintenance

All these factors help to reduce distortion during the process, with the exception of induced residual stresses. Another benefit of nitriding is that it acts as a stabilizing process by providing an additional temper to the processed steel.
Control of the process parameters is necessary to ensure formation of an acceptable metallurgical case. Without control, repeatability of the metallurgical requirements cannot be guaranteed.

**The process control factors** are those elements that will ensure a controlled process and acceptable results:

- Total surface area to be nitrided
- Process pressure inside the sealed process chamber
- Gas delivery pressure system into the sealed process chamber
- Exhaust gas system from the sealed process chamber
- Control of the preheat treatment procedure prior to nitriding, including stress relief and prehardening and tempering
- Quality and integrity of the steel surface precleaning prior to nitriding
- Consistent steel chemistry to maximize “nitridability”

**The Pioneering Work of Machlet**

In the early years of the 20th century, Adolph Machlet worked as a metallurgical engineer for the American Gas Company in Elizabeth, NJ. He recognized that the surface hardening technique of carburizing led to distortion problems due to extended periods at elevated temperatures, followed by severe quenching into either water or oil.

Through experimentation, Machlet soon discovered that nitrogen was very soluble in iron. Nitrogen diffusion produced a relatively hard surface in simple plain irons or low-alloy steels and significantly improved corrosion resistance. This was accomplished without subjecting the steel to elevated temperatures and, more importantly, without cooling the steel rapidly to achieve a hard wearing surface. It could now cool freely within the process chamber, while still under the protection of the nitrogen-based atmosphere, thus reducing the risk of distortion yet still producing a hard, wear-resistant surface with good corrosion resistance.

Ammonia was decomposed, or “cracked,” by heat to liberate the nascent nitrogen necessary for the process. It was not long before Machlet realized that he needed to control the decomposition accurately. He did this by using hydrogen as a dilutant gas to reduce the amount of available nascent nitrogen, thus controlling to some extent the formed case metallurgy. His reasoning behind the control of the process gas was recognition of what is now known as the “white layer” or “compound zone.” Figure 2 shows a simple construction of the nitrided case. It should be noted that this schematic is not to scale.

The first patent for the development of the nitriding process was applied for in March 1908 in Elizabeth, NJ. The patent was finally approved in June 1913, some five years after the initial application. Machlet had been working for a number of years on the process prior to his patent application.
and continued to develop both the new process and his understanding of
the resulting process metallurgy. The patent was for “The Nitrogenization
of Iron and Steel in an Ammonia Gas Atmosphere into which an Excess of
Hydrogen Has Been Introduced” (Ref 1).

Although Machlet’s development and patenting of the new nitriding
procedure was technologically important, his work remained largely
unrecognized and faded into obscurity. Even today, very few nitriding
practitioners know who he was and what he accomplished. Most metallur-
gists who are familiar with the nitriding process know the work of the
German researcher Adolph Fry, who is recognized as the “father of nitrid-
ing.” While Fry’s work was more publicized and his methods were taught
at many fine metallurgical academic institutions, it was Machlet who first
pioneered the nitriding process.

Parallel Work in Europe

Adolph Fry. In Germany, a parallel research program was under way
at the Krupp Steel Works in Essen. This program was headed by Dr.
Adolph Fry in 1906. Like Machlet, Fry recognized that nitrogen was
very soluble in iron at an elevated temperature. He also recognized very
early in his work that alloying elements strongly influenced metallurgi-
cal and performance results. Fry first applied for his patent in 1921, three
years after the First World War ended. His patent was granted in March
1924 (Ref 2).

He used a technique similar to that of Machlet, where the nitrogen
source had to be cracked by heat to liberate nitrogen for reaction and dif-
fusion. Like Machlet, Fry used ammonia as the source gas, but he did not
use hydrogen as a dilutant gas. Thus was developed the single-stage gas
nitriding process as it is known today.

Fry then investigated the effects of alloying elements on surface hard-
ness. He discovered that the nitriding process produced a high surface
hardness only on steels containing chromium, molybdenum, aluminum,
vanadium, and tungsten, all of which form what are known as “stable nitrides.”

He also discovered the critical nature of process temperature in terms of case depth and surface metallurgy. Processing the steel at higher temperatures placed the surface at risk to form what is known today as “nitride networks” (a saturated solution of nitrogen in the immediate surface of the formed case).

Because steels with higher alloy contents were not readily available for nitriding, Fry became responsible for developing a group of steels for Krupp known as the “Nitralloy” group. These steels, specifically designed as nitriding steels, soon became internationally recognized. Even today the Nitralloy steels are specified.

**British Standard Nitriding Steels.** Shortly thereafter in the late 1920s, a company in Sheffield, England, also began work on developing a group of nitriding steels under the licensed guidance of Krupp Steels. These steels were also marketed under the brand name of Nitralloy. The company was Thomas Firth and John Brown Steelworks, more commonly known as Firth Brown Steels. The steels from Firth Brown were known as the “LK” group, designated by British Standard 970 as En 40 A, En 40 B, En 40 C, En 41 A, and En 41 B. Developed for nitriding applications, these were chromium-molybdenum steels (see Table 1 for chemical compositions). The En 41 series contained aluminum, which produced a much higher surface hardness after nitriding. Aluminum has a strong affinity for nitrogen, forming very hard aluminum nitrides that are quite stable in amounts up to 1.0% Al. Much above 1.0%, aluminum has no effect on the resultant nitriding hardness.

**Differences Between the U.S. and German Processes.** The principal differences between the process developed in the United States and that developed in Germany were that:

- The U.S. process used hydrogen as a dilutant gas to control the nitriding potential of both the gas and steel, which in turn controlled the final surface metallurgy.
- The Germans manipulated the process through alloying and improved on such aspects as core hardness and tensile strength.

### Table 1  British standard nitriding steels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation(a)</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>En 40 A</td>
<td>0.20–0.35</td>
<td>0.10–0.3</td>
<td>0.40–0.55</td>
<td>0.05 max</td>
<td>2.90–4.00</td>
<td>0.60–0.80</td>
<td>0.40 max</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En 40 B</td>
<td>0.20–0.30</td>
<td>0.10–0.35</td>
<td>0.40–0.65</td>
<td>0.05 max</td>
<td>2.90–3.50</td>
<td>0.40–0.70</td>
<td>0.40 max</td>
<td>0.10–0.30</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En 40 C</td>
<td>0.30–0.50</td>
<td>0.10–0.35</td>
<td>0.40–0.80</td>
<td>0.05 max</td>
<td>2.90–3.50</td>
<td>0.70–1.20</td>
<td>0.40 max</td>
<td>0.10–0.30</td>
<td>0.10–0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En 41 A</td>
<td>0.25–0.35</td>
<td>0.10–0.35</td>
<td>0.65 max</td>
<td>0.05 max</td>
<td>1.40–1.80</td>
<td>0.10–0.25</td>
<td>0.40 max</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.90–1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En 41 B</td>
<td>0.25–0.45</td>
<td>0.10–0.35</td>
<td>0.65 max</td>
<td>0.05 max</td>
<td>1.40–1.80</td>
<td>0.10–0.25</td>
<td>0.40 max</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.90–1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The international designation for En 40 A, B, and C is 31 CrMoV 9. En 41 A and B are designated 34 CrAlMo 5. max, maximum.
Machlet’s process was not widely accepted in the United States, as it was perceived to have little if any commercial value to U.S. industry. By contrast, the Germans exploited Fry’s process in the early years following WWI. The German process enjoyed great success throughout Europe in the aircraft, textile, railroad, automotive, and machine tool industries.

During the mid to late 1920s, information about Fry’s success began to filter through to American industrialists, prompting the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) to take a strong interest in the German developments. This led to SME sending Dr. Zay Jeffries from Cleveland, OH, to Germany to visit Krupp Steel and Dr. Fry in 1926. It was at this meeting that Jeffries suggested to Fry that he attend the forthcoming annual SME conference in Chicago and present a paper on the process techniques and applications. Fry could not attend, so his friend and colleague Pierre Aubert made a presentation on his behalf. The presentation helped bring about commercialization of the process in the United States.

**Developments in the United States**

Following the presentation of Fry’s work at the 1927 SME conference, American metallurgists began exploring nitriding processing parameters and the effects of alloying on the nitriding response of steels. Some of the more notable studies are described later in this chapter.

**McQuaid and Ketcham.** Metallurgists H.W. McQuaid and W.J. Ketcham at the Timken Detroit Axle Company in Detroit, MI conducted a series of investigations to evaluate the new nitriding process. The studies were completed during a two-year period, which concluded with a presentation of their findings in 1928 (Ref 3). In general, the investigatory work focused on process temperature. The temperatures selected ranged from 540 to 650 °C (1000 to 1200 °F). The upper temperature was significantly lower than the temperatures employed by Machlet, which ranged from 480 to 980 °C (900 to 1800 °F). McQuaid and Ketcham concluded that higher nitriding temperatures had an effect on core hardness of alloy steels but little effect on the ability to nitride at those temperatures. They also found that higher process temperatures increased the risk of forming nitride networks, particularly at corners, due to the higher solubility of nitrogen in iron. When present, nitride networks cause premature failure at the steel surface by cracking and exfoliation.

McQuaid and Ketcham began an exhaustive series of investigations into the new process of nitriding as developed by Machlet and Fry. The studies included:

- Influence of temperature on both case formation and case depth
- Influence of alloying elements in the newly developed Nitralloy steels
- Influence of temperature on growth and distortion
- Influence of time on case depth distortion and growth
• Effects of the ammonia/hydrogen relationship and dilution by hydrogen
• Effects of slow and rapid cooling, such as controlled cooling in the process retort by the introduction of air and rapid cooling in water

They concluded that nitriding was much easier to control than carburizing. They also found that the corrosion properties of low-alloy and alloy steels were much improved while undergoing salt spray tests and that practically any steel can be nitrided, including plain carbon steel and pure iron.

McQuaid and Ketcham were also the first early metallurgists to study the white layer or compound zone. They concluded that the “white structure” is composed of a nitride, either iron nitrides or a complex nitride layer, involving both iron and alloying elements. A further conclusion was that the white layer or compound zone was extremely hard but very brittle and that the layer should be avoided if possible (though no specific guidelines were offered). They also studied the effect of decarburization on nitrogen diffusion and the mechanical strength of the nitrided case. Their results showed that the steel to be nitrided should clearly be free of surface decarburization; otherwise, the nitrided surface will exfoliate and peel away from the substrate. They concluded that rough machining or some other operation to ensure complete removal of any decarburized surface layer should be performed before carrying out any nitride operation.

Robert Sergeson was associated with the research laboratories of the Central Alloy Steel Corporation in Canton, Ohio. He presented a paper in July 1929 that reviewed the work of Dr. Fry on steels containing chromium, aluminum, molybdenum, vanadium, and tungsten (Ref 4).

In unison with McQuaid and Ketcham, Sergeson concluded that process chemistry and process control in nitriding were much simpler than in carburizing. He also reviewed the effect of reheating on the case after nitriding and found that, with increasing temperature, case hardness stability was much better than for carburized and quenched alloy steel. He noted that the surface hardness value for a chromium-aluminum steel began to decrease at only 525 °C (1000 °F), and only slightly. He worked with many more steels and compared the effect of temperature on both nitrided alloy steels and carburized and quenched alloy steels, yielding similar results. The process equipment that he used for his nitriding experiments was not unlike many modern gas nitriding furnaces, despite their improved materials of construction and computerized process control (Fig. 3).

Sergeson examined the effect of both temperature and process gas flow on alloy steels and found that if the ammonia gas flow rate was increased at 510 °C (950 °F), little difference resulted in the immediate surface hardness and case depth. He also found that as process temperature increased, case depth increased but surface hardness decreased.

His work covered alloy steels with chromium and aluminum and investigated the effects of varying aluminum and nickel contents. He concluded that nickel was not a nitride-forming element, but that it tended to retard
the nascent nitrogen diffusion if present in significant quantities. More detailed information on alloying effects can be found in Chapter 12, “Steels for Nitriding.”

**V.O. Homerberg and J.P. Walsted.** Professor Homerberg was an associate professor of metallurgy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and consulted for the Ludlum Steel Company. Mr. Walsted was an instructor at the same university at the time that they presented their findings on the nitriding process (Ref 5). They studied the effects of temperature up to 750 °C (1400 °F), with its resulting increase in case depth but reduction of surface hardness. In addition, they studied the effects of decarburization on a nitrided surface and concluded that surfaces must be free of decarburization prior to nitriding.

They reviewed Fry’s process technique and the decomposition of ammonia under heat. Once again, the equipment used for their experiments was not unlike the furnaces of today (with the exception, of course, of improved engineering materials of construction and furnace aesthetics).

**Other Early Developments**

**The Floe Process.** During the early days of nitriding process technology, a persistent phenomenon was observed: an ever-present white layer on the nitrided steel surface. The white layer was identified as a multi-
phase compound layer of $\varepsilon$ and $\gamma'$ phases. Much recognition was given to Dr. Carl F. Floe of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who not only performed major research regarding identification of the layer and its characteristics, but also developed a process technique to reduce the layer thickness (Ref 6). Today that technique is known as the Floe process, or the two-stage process.

The Floe process is carried out as two distinct events. The first portion of the cycle is accomplished as a normal nitriding cycle at a temperature of about 500 °C (930 °F) with 15 to 30% dissociation of the ammonia (i.e., an atmosphere that contains 70 to 85% ammonia). This will produce the nitrogen-rich compound at the surface. Once the cycle is complete, the furnace temperature is increased to approximately 560 °C (1030 °F), with gas dissociation increased to 75 to 85% (i.e., an atmosphere that contains 15 to 25% ammonia). Very careful gas flow control of the ammonia and its dissociation must be maintained during the second stage of the process. The two-stage process is used to reduce formation of the compound zone only; it serves no other purpose.

**Salt Bath Nitriding.** Shortly after the development of gas nitriding, alternative methods of nitriding were sought. One such method was the use of molten salt as a nitrogen source. The salt bath process uses the principle of the decomposition of cyanide to cyanate and the liberation of nitrogen within the salt for diffusion into the steel surface. Salt bath nitriding is described in greater detail in Chapter 6.

**The ion, or plasma, nitriding process,** which is based on the familiar chemistry of gas nitriding, uses a plasma discharge of reaction gases both to heat the steel surface and to supply nitrogen ions for nitriding (see Chapter 8 for details). The process dates back to the work of a German physicist, Dr. Wehnheldt, who in 1932 developed what he called the “glow discharge” method of nitriding. Wehnheldt encountered severe problems with the control of the glow discharge. He then partnered with a Swiss physicist and entrepreneur Dr. Bernhard Berghaus. Together they stabilized the process and later formed the company Klockner Ionen GmbH, specializing in the manufacture of ion nitriding equipment. Although the ion nitriding process developed by Wehnheldt and Berghaus was used successfully by German industrialists during World War II, it was not used extensively because it was considered too complex, too expensive, and too unreliable to guarantee consistent and repeatable results. Not until the 1970s did the process gain industrial acceptance, particularly in Europe.

The significance of the glow discharge process was that it did not rely on the decomposition or cracking of a gas to liberate nascent nitrogen on the steel surface. The process was based on the ionization of a single molecular gas, which is nitrogen, and the liberation of nitrogen ions. The process offered a shorter cycle time due to the steel surface preparation and the gas ionization. Nitriding was not now restricted to steels that
required specific nitride-forming elements. Today ion nitriding is carried out on virtually all steels and cast irons as well as refractory metals, aluminum (not yet on a commercial basis), and sintered ferrous materials. A schematic of an ion nitriding furnace layout is shown in Fig. 4.

Ion Nitriding Production in the U.S. After WWII and through the late 1950s, the General Electric Company of Lynn, Massachusetts, operated a laboratory known as the Electromechanical Engineering and Physics Unit. Dr. Claude Jones and Dr. Derek Sturges, along with Stuart Martin, developed the first ion nitriding unit in the United States and applied the process to a variety of materials and parts. Their ion nitriding units met all normal nitriding standards and were accepted by the U.S. Navy. Summaries of the properties, applications, and advantages associated with the process were published in 1964 (Ref 7) and 1973 (Ref 8).

Other Uses of Plasma Technology. Ion nitriding is not the only heat treatment process that utilizes the glow discharge phenomenon. Simply put, if one uses the appropriate process gases and the proper furnace, the glow discharge technique can be applied to plasma-assisted ferritic nitrocarburizing, carburizing, carbonitriding, and chemical vapor deposition. These plasma-assisted processes are described in various publications, including *Heat Treating*, Volume 4 and *Surface Engineering*, Volume 5 of *ASM Handbook*.

Plasma technology is not new. One has only to observe the Northern Lights to witness a natural plasma. Lightning is also a natural plasma.
Neon signs are a plasma glow, and “lumina storms” found in gift shops are just a few of the many examples of plasma technology at work.

**Current Status of Nitriding Technology**

The success of any heat treatment is measured by hardness. However, hardness is relevant to the materials application and its mechanical requirements. Nitriding often is applied to low-alloy steels to “harden” the steel and improve corrosion resistance. In addition to conventional nitriding, the following processes have been developed:

- Oxynitride process, during which a controlled postoxidation treatment is carried out to further enhance the surface corrosion resistance
- Ferritic nitrocarburizing (a controlled process using nitrogen and carbon to enhance surface characteristics of low-alloy steels)
- Derivatives of the two previous processes
- Controlled nitriding, which is a further development of traditional gas nitriding in which all the process parameters are computer controlled

Nitriding has reached maturity and become an accepted, though sometimes misunderstood, process. Both the gas and salt systems have run an almost parallel course since the early part of the 20th century. The process has found its place in both low- and high-tech applications and is becoming better understood by process technicians, metallurgists, applications engineers, furnace designers, and academics.

Many developments in process techniques are being driven by environmental concerns and legislation. This has resulted in the introduction of more effective, efficient, and economical methods and equipment. Improvements can be seen in the development of gaseous methods, salt bath methods, fluidized-bed methods, and plasma processing techniques.
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